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This daily practice planner
Metronome
Timer 
Device to play back songs / backing jam tracks & to record
progress clips on
Notepad and pen to make notes

- BONUS -
 

Practice Tools

Practice tools are items designed to make your practice
sessions more effective and productive. Have the following
tools to hand everytime you practice:

Practice Variables 

It can get boring practicing the same old things everytime you
pick up your guitar. Change it up. Add variations in and always
set playing goals to avoid aimless noodling. 

Here are the best variations to apply to your practice routine
to maximise your gains.

Tempo - use a metronome always. Start slow and gradually
increase speed, always working on maintaining rock solid
timing. Try 3 speeds: Slow (60bpm approx), moderate (85bpm
approx), fast (120bpm approx). Adjust the moderate and fast
speeds according to your ability level.

Duration - turn a 5 minute warm up into 15 minutes when you
have more time to practice.

No of reps - change up how many loops and repetitions you
play of each section.

Rhythm - experiment playing different timing sub-divisions
such as quarter notes, eighth notes, sixteenth notes and
triplets.

Music theory - try saying the notes and intervals out loud
when playing scales, say chord names out loud, learn the notes
on the fretboard, apply ear training etc.
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Easy Peasy Guitar Music Theory:
For Beginners

Essential Guitar Chords for
Beginners

No 1000's of scary chords, just the most popular
chords used in all of your favourite songs. The only 

 chord reference book you'll need!
(inc. free lessons, online audio & bonuses)

Learn the need-to-know music theory basics that'll
help you feel like a confident & complete guitarist,

no matter how big or small your goals.
(inc. online audio & bonuses)

Shop now 

Shop now 
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Please Support Us, it really does help us keep the
site going!

 
Check out our shop featuring guitar stuff that'll
help you improve fast & feel more confident &

inspired on guitar.
 

Visit Your Guitar Brain shop for guitar notebooks, TAB & chord
books, guitarist t-shirts, scale & fretboard posters, and more:

 
 www.yourguitarbrain.com/shop 

 

- Available in paperback, hardback & Kindle -
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